
 

 

BACKDROPS 

Fabric Backdrops 

Fabric backdrops can be used to highlight, beautify, or simply to 

transform a space so that your event can be executed with a specific 

design in mind. Use this brochure as a guide to properly identify 

and quote a fabric backdrop for your client. You need to know the 

width of the backdrop, the desired height, the color fabric needed, 

and the design desired. Following are costing and sample 

backdrops. 

 

 

 

Fabric Backdrop 

 

Specific choices 

to save you money 

 

White, Ivory, 

Black, & Color 

 

Volume discounts 

for room draping 

 

Transformative, 

beautification, 

functional 

 
 

 

See sample 
backdrops 

below. Use one 
of them or 

design your own! 

 

 

 



 

 
Straight Backdrop 

 



Designed, One Pin 

 
Designed, Two Pin 

 
Designed, Three pin 



 
Designed, Thin Valance & Thin Drape Pulls 

 
Designed, Thin Valance & Full Drape Pulls 



 
Designed, Colored Drape Pulls with crystals  

 
Designed, Adjoined dropped thin scallop 



 
Straight backdrop with medium adjoining overlapping dropped valance 

 
Designed, One Pin with three thin hanging scallop treatments  



 
Designed, straight backdrop with frosting scallop valance  

 
Designed, Together Kissing backdrop with thin center drape pull 



 
Straight backdrop with designed canopy 



 
Designed, Waterfall with string lighting 



 
Floating cross with solid back drape color 



 
Designed, thin drape pulls with thin hanging scallop treatments 

 
Designed, thin top valance and side drape pulls 



 
Designed, Ribbon backdrop 



 
Straight, two tone  

 
Designed, Thin Drape Pulls with Triangle Center 



 
Designed, hourglass pulls with two sheer medium hanging scallop treatments 

 
Designed, Room Divider drape pulls 



 
Straight 

 
Straight backdrop with four thin paired hanging scallop treatments 



 
Classic doorway entry drape with medium valance 



 
Straight backdrop, cross center treatment with thin side valances 



 
Designed, Straight back drape with Full valance, with Crystals 



 
Designed, One Pin with Crystals 



 
LED Twinkle Backdrop 

 
Fairytale Backdrop, String Lighting 



 
Shelving Backdrop 

 
Illumination Panels 



 
Hallway Arches with lighting 

 
Full wall drape 



 
Backdrop catering entrance 

 
Wide window drape pull wall 



 
Window blocker 

 
Wall drape with door drape pulls 



 
Designed, 3D extruding treatments 

 
Designed, door drape pull 



 
Adjoining thin treatments, thin and wide 

 
Column covers with wave ceiling connectors 

 


